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CutMaster 2D Lite is a rectangular nesting application whose purpose is to help you optimize the cutting
layouts for various types of materials, such as panel metal, furniture and glass. CutMaster 2D Lite Features:
- Add images of the project's panels and their cuts with support for various file formats (JPG, GIF, BMP).

- Supports 3 different paper hole, with laser, hole-puncher, and drill press. - Cut tables can be hidden or
displayed. - Supports virtual cutting with range and seam. - Supports cutting on finished 2D, as well as 3D-

dia. parts with round corners. - A Cut List is a set of placeholders used to indicate where to cut and why
(cutting rules, cutting specifications, key areas of the project). - Support for importing and exporting

cutting layouts from other applications. - Support for printing on labels. - Support for exporting to DXF
format. - Support for exporting to XML format. - Supports up to 7 cutting layouts per page. - Supports
unlimited number of project. - A zero-initializable history for the commands. - Supports programmable

hotkeys. - Support for importing cutting layouts from other applications. - Support for exporting to XML
format. - Supports up to 7 cutting layouts per page. - Supports unlimited number of project. - A zero-
initializable history for the commands. - Supports programmable hotkeys. - Import/export to and from

excel (xls/xlsx). - Export to PDF. - Print out cutting layouts on labels. - Print cutting lists on labels. - Export
project to xml (works with pro). - Export Gantt chart to pdf (works with pro). - Arrange cutting layouts on
the page (i.e. image view or projected mode). - View cutting layouts on the page in "image" or "projected"
mode. - Allow importing and exporting of cutting layouts from other applications (e.g. vba, pro). - 5-point

cutting layout export to XML format. - 1 click editing. - Merge tool. - Cutting tabs tool. - New product
view. - Export list view (current stock only). - Billing support. - Specify the unit of measurement. - Specify

the default panel dimensions. - Specify the area display units. - Specify the

CutMaster 2D Lite Crack PC/Windows [Latest 2022]

CutMaster 2D Lite Crack is a rectangular nesting application whose purpose is to help you optimize the
cutting layouts for various types of materials, such as panel metal, furniture and glass. User interface The

GUI doesn’t look highly intuitive but it provides a well-structured suite of features waiting to be discovered.
In addition, you can consult the help manual in case you do not understand the function of the

configuration parameters. You can personalize each project by providing information about the title,
author, and client details (name, surname, address, phone number, and note). Optimization calculations

You can opt for an automatic or manual calculation method. The automatic mode is fast and can be used
for large quantities of cut parts, while the manual one is slower but it provides accurate results and lets you
set the optimization process for each panel. Configuration settings The tool allows you to pick the unit of
measurement (e.g. millimeters, centimeters, inches, meters), specify the default panel dimensions, select
the area display units, and enter the blade width. Bottom line All in all, CutMaster 2D Lite comes with a

handy feature pack for helping you perform optimized cutting in order to boost your economical
production of rectangular component units. On the downside, it doesn’t offer support for several advanced
configuration parameters that are available only in the Pro edition of the program, namely data importing
options from XLS and XML files, exporting mode to DXF and XML file format, printing of part labels,

printing more cutting layouts on a page, additional statistics, edge banding, reports and billing, price
settings, total off-cut and current stock pricing, and archive managing tool. Cutting Rules The tool allows
you to apply different so-called “rules” that make possible the placement of the parts on the cutting layout

based on specific characteristics of the material. Cutting layout preparation The tool comes with an
embedded print preview function that permits you to check the cutting layout before starting the actual

cutting process. Moreover, you can design the parts in an automated mode and then insert the data into the
device. Data import/export The application lets you work with a number of different data formats, which
makes the tool suitable for importing and exporting different data formats. Applications for job tracking
You can use the tool for tracking the cutting progress and for managing each finished part by providing
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data about the part name, material, dimensions, cutting completion date, and others. System requirements
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CutMaster is a software specially designed for 2D cutting of rectangular- or square-profile components in
raw sheet metal. It was created for professional machinists with an extensive background in automatic sheet-
metal cutting, who need a fast and accurate cutting layout solution. All parameters are set from the tool
window, for fast and reliable results even for the first time. The tool calculates the optimum cutting
parameters for any type of steel sheet, in single- or multiple passes. The tool window provides an overview
of the process as it’s being done. To provide maximum protection and safety, the program allows you to
restart cuts where you left off. You can define the blade thickness, the profile's depth and thickness, and
the final thickness. Using this information, the tool calculates the cutting depth and the shape of the profile.
CutMaster can be downloaded for free from their official website: CutMaster is a software specially
designed for 2D cutting of rectangular- or square-profile components in raw sheet metal. It was created for
professional machinists with an extensive background in automatic sheet-metal cutting, who need a fast and
accurate cutting layout solution. All parameters are set from the tool window, for fast and reliable results
even for the first time. The tool calculates the optimum cutting parameters for any type of steel sheet, in
single- or multiple passes. The tool window provides an overview of the process as it’s being done. To
provide maximum protection and safety, the program allows you to restart cuts where you left off. You can
define the blade thickness, the profile's depth and thickness, and the final thickness. Using this
information, the tool calculates the cutting depth and the shape of the profile. CutMaster can be
downloaded for free from their official website: A user-friendly interface gives you the freedom to work
with the program intuitively and quickly. You can optimize the cutting settings for an extensive variety of
component shapes, and you can even choose how the system will perform certain calculations. Detailed
output reports can be generated, and you can export the cutting results to DXF and GIMP format files. The
program is based on the assumption that the cutting area is square or rectangular. You can also calculate the
working area with hexagonal and oval cuts, using size presets. You can select an accurate blade shape,
specify the width

What's New In?

CutMaster 2D Lite is a rectangular nesting application whose purpose is to help you optimize the cutting
layouts for various types of materials, such as panel metal, furniture and glass. User interface The GUI
doesn’t look highly intuitive but it provides a well-structured suite of features waiting to be discovered. In
addition, you can consult the help manual in case you do not understand the function of the configuration
parameters. You can personalize each project by providing information about the title, author, and client
details (name, surname, address, phone number, and note). Optimization calculations You can opt for an
automatic or manual calculation method. The automatic mode is fast and can be used for large quantities of
cut parts, while the manual one is slower but it provides accurate results and lets you set the optimization
process for each panel. Configuration settings The tool allows you to pick the unit of measurement (e.g.
millimeters, centimeters, inches, meters), specify the default panel dimensions, select the area display units,
and enter the blade width. Bottom line All in all, CutMaster 2D Lite comes with a handy feature pack for
helping you perform optimized cutting in order to boost your economical production of rectangular
component units. On the downside, it doesn’t offer support for several advanced configuration parameters
that are available only in the Pro edition of the program, namely data importing options from XLS and
XML files, exporting mode to DXF and XML file format, printing of part labels, printing more cutting
layouts on a page, additional statistics, edge banding, reports and billing, price settings, total off-cut and
current stock pricing, and archive managing tool. CutMaster 2D Lite is a rectangular nesting application
whose purpose is to help you optimize the cutting layouts for various types of materials, such as panel
metal, furniture and glass. User interface The GUI doesn’t look highly intuitive but it provides a well-
structured suite of features waiting to be discovered. In addition, you can consult the help manual in case
you do not understand the function of the configuration parameters. You can personalize each project by
providing information about the title, author, and client details (name, surname, address, phone number,
and note). Optimization calculations You can opt for an automatic or manual calculation method. The
automatic mode is fast and can be used for large quantities of cut parts, while the manual one is slower but
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it provides accurate results and lets you set the optimization process for each panel. Configuration settings
The tool allows you to
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System Requirements:

Minimum OS: Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP with Service Pack 3 or higher. CPU: Intel Core 2
Duo E4500/AMD Athlon X2 Dual Core E2180/Opteron 6176 1.8 GHz RAM: 2GB Hard Disk: 8GB free
space DirectX®: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX compatible,
includes Microsoft DirectX 8.0 or above. Additional Notes: Windows Vista Ultimate
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